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If the state transitions of a nondeterministic or stochastic automaton are re- 
warded, the question arises whether or not the automaton can adopt a policy 
which makes sure that this return is maximal or nearly maximal. This problem 
is of interest, e.g., if one wants to find an optimal prediction for the next state 
of a stochastic automaton, or if optimal earning strategies are looked for, when 
optimality is measured in terms of a given goal of learning. It is shown in this 
paper that under some mildly restricted conditions such optimal or nearly 
optimal state transition policies exist. This is done for stochastic automata. 
By means of a representation of nondeterministic by stochastic automata--a 
result which seems to be of interest by itself--this carries over to the non- 
deterministic case. The methods and main auxiliary results come from the theory 
of set valued maps. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let  M(v) be the set of all possible new states of an initial nondeterminist ic 
automaton after input of the string v. Furthermore let r be a reward function 
which assigns to every input word and every state a real number.  It  seems to be 
natural to assume that the automaton looks for a state z such that r(v, z) equals 
sup{r(v, ~); ~ ~ M(v)} or comes at least as close to it as possible. Since the input 
word is arbitrary, we look for a map 50 from the input words to the set of states 
such that 50(v) is a possible state for the automaton, i.e., 50(v) ~ M@), and such 
that r(v, 50(v)) is maximal or nearly maximal on M(v)  for any word v. Such a map 
50 will be called a policy for the automaton. 
It will be shown that such a policy exists, provided some topological assump- 
tions on the set of states, and the state transition law of the automaton are 
imposed. Moreover  it is assumed that the set of input letters is a measurable 
space in the sense of probabil ity theory. But actually it is shown more, and the 
existence of an optimal or nearly optimal policy for nondeterminist ic automata is 
deduced from an analogous result for stochastic automata together with a 
representation of nondeterminist ic by stochastic automata. 
Let  Xbe  the set of input letters, Z the  set of states, and denote by supp K*(v,  z) 
the set of all possible new states for a stochastic automaton with transition law K*  
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after input of the string v in state z. Here a state z' is said to be possible in this 
situation iff the probability K*(v, z)(U) for an arbitrary neighbourhood U of z' is 
positive. In Section 3 it is shown that there exists a deterministic automaton 
with input alphabet N × X (with N as the set of all positive integers), state set Z 
and state transition map g: (N × X) × Z--+Z such that {g*(a, v, z); c~ NI~I} 
is dense in supp K*(v, z) (where I v ] is the length of v andg* the canonic exten- 
sion ofg  to the free monoid generated by N × X). From this it is deduced that 
a stochastic automaton can be approximated by those stochastic automata which 
assign positive mass only to finitely many states. 
In Section 4 it is shown that under some regularity conditions the transition 
law of a nondeterministic automaton can be exhausted by the possibilities 
of a stochastic automaton; to be more specific: if R*(v, z) is the set of all possible 
new states of a nondeterministic automaton after input v in state z, then it is 
shown that there exists a stochastic automaton with transition law K* such that 
R*(v, z) = supp K*(v, z) holds for any input string and any state z. This repre- 
sentability carries over if the nondeterministic automaton starts with initial 
states taken from a prescribed set of initial states, and the stochastic automaton 
starts according to a probability which lives on the initial states of the non- 
deterministic device. 
Finally in Section 5 it is defined more formally what a good policy is, and it is 
shown for stochastic automata that good policies exist. This carries over to the 
nondeterministic case. Section 5, too, contains two examples to which the present 
considerations apply. The first deals with the problem of predicting the state 
transitions of a stochastic automaton, in which a prediction is the better, the 
closer in terms of the metric on the states it comes to the state which is actually 
adopted. The second application deals with learning. After defining learning 
systems, and goals of learning, policies of a learning system are discussed; good 
policies bring the learning object close to the goal of learning. Since there exists 
under some regularity conditions a representation of a learning system as a 
nondeterministic automaton of the type discussed here, these discussions 
apply, and the theorem on the existence of good policies implies that there are 
optimal earning strategies. 
In proving the results just described we make use of methods of optimization 
theory, in particular of measurable selections. These are introduced in Section 2, 
where automata re defined, too, in order to clarify notations. 
2. AUTOMATA 
Let X be the input alphabet and Z the set of states of the automata considered 
here. (X, Z; R) is said to be a nondeterministic (state) automaton iff 2~ 5 a R(x, z) C 
Z holds for every x c X, z ~ Z; z' ~ R(x, z) is a possible new state after input of 
x ~ X in state z. Now let X* be the free monoid generated by X (With I v [ as 
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the length of v e X*, e as the void word), then R is extended in the usual manner 
to a relation R* on X* × Z: define 
R*(e, ~):= {~), 
and 
R*(vx, ~) := U {R(x, ¢); ~' ~ R*(v, ~)}. 
Then, after input of the string vx ~ X* in state z ~ Z, R*(vx, z) is the set of all 
possible new states. 
Let X, and Z, be endowed with a-fields ad, and 4,  respectively. ((X, d ) ,  
(Z, 4);  K) is said to be a stochastic (state) automaton iff K is a transition proba- 
bility from (X × Z, d @ 4)  to (Z, 4). Here d @ 4 is the smallest a-field on 
X × Z, that contains all measurable rectangles A × C, where A e d ,  C e 4.  
Then the defining property of K can be rephrased as follows: given C e 4, the 
function (x, z) ~ K(x, z)(C) ~ [0, 1] is d @ C~-measurable, and given x ~ X, 
z ~ Z, the function C >+ K(x, z)(C) is a probability measure on 4. K is extended 
to a transition probability on X* × Z in the following way: let ~*  be the cano- 
nical a-field on X* (cf. Doberkat, 1979a, p. 355 f.), and define inductively 
(veX*, x~X, zcZ, C~4) 
K*(vx, z)(C) :=  ~z K(x, ~,)(C) K*(v, z)(d~,), 
then K* is a transition probability from (X* × Z, ~*  @ 4)  to (Z, 4)  provided 
we define 
K*(e, z)(C) := e(z)(C), 
where e(z) is the Dirac measure on z, i.e., e(z)(C) = 1 iff z c C, = 0 otherwise. 
The probability that after input of v e X* in state z the next state is an element 
of C e 4 is K*(v, z)(C). 
Let again X and Z be measurable spaces. (X, Z; g) then is said to be a measur- 
able deterministic (state) automaton iff g: X × Z---> Z is a measurable state 
transition map. Note that if X and Z are metric spaces and g is an act, i.e., g is 
jointly continuous (see Sidkar, 1977), then (X, Z; g) is a measurable determinis- 
tic state automaton, when X and Z are endowed with their Borel sets, i.e., the 
smallest a-field that contains the open sets. 
The transition map g: X × Z--+ Z is extended in the usual way to a map 
g*: X* X Z---~ Z upon setting 
g*(e, z) :=  z, 
g*(vx, z ) :=  g(x, g*(v, z)). 
We need some topological assumptions. Throughout this paper, X is assumed to 
be a measurable space (with the a-field omitted in notation), and Z is assumed 
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to  be a Polish space, i.e., a separable and completely metrizable topological 
space. Z is thought o be endowed with its Borel sets. Denote by J (Z),  and 
c~(Z), the set of all non-void closed, and compact subsets of Z, respectively; 
cg(Z) is assumed to be endowed with the Hausdorff metric, and is thus a sepavable 
metric space. 
I f  (Y, ~)  is a measurable space, and F: Y--~ Y(Z)  is a set valued map, F is 
said to be measurable iff {y;F(y) n U @ 2~} is a measurable subset in Y for 
any open set U C Z (cf. Himmelberg, 1975, where this property is referred to as 
weak measurability). From Theorem 5.6 in Himmelberg (1975) it is inferred 
that F: Y--~ o~(Z) is measurable iff there exists a sequence (sn)~ of measurable 
selections n: Y---> Z for F such that 
F(y) = (s~(y); n ~ N} c 
holds for every y c Y, e denoting the topological closure; (s~)n~ is said to be a 
Castaing representation for F. Unless otherwise specified, it is assumed for the 
rest of this paper that a nondeterministic state automaton has the property that 
R*: X* × Z-~ ~(Z) 
is measurable. 
Given a stochastic automaton with extended transition law K*, and v ~ X*, 
z ~ Z, denote by supp K*(v, z) the following subset of Z: z:E K*(v, z) iff 
K* (v, z)(U) > 0 holds for any open neighbourhood U of z'. From Theorem 
II.2.1 in Parthasarathy (1967) it is seen that supp K*(v, z) is the smallest closed 
subset C of Z with the property that K*(v, z)(C) = 1 holds. Hence supp 
K*: (v, z) ~ supp K*(v, z) is a closed valued map and is measurable, since for 
UC Z open supp K*(v, z) n U ~ 2: iff K*(v, z)(U) > 0. This implies that a 
stochastic automaton generate s (via supp) a nondeterministic one, but it is not 
clear at all whether or not (supp K)* ~ supp K* or the measurability property 
above holds. This question will be investigated below. 
3. DETERMINISTIC REPRESENTATIONS FOR STOCHASTIC AUTOMATA 
Fix for this section a stochastic state automaton 2; p :=  (X, Z; K). Given 
v E X*, z ~ Z, supp K*(v, z) can, by construction, be interpreted as the set of 
all possible new states after input v in state z; note that supp K*(v, z )= 
{z'; K*(v, z)({z'}) > 0}, if Z is finite and is endowed with the discrete topology. 
Now let ~ = (X, Z; g) be a measurable deterministic automaton with the 
property that g*(v, z) ~ supp K*(v, z) holds for any v a X*, z ~ Z. Then ~ can 
be thought as a deterministic realization of some of the behavioral possibilities 
of ~9 °, and it will be shown now that there is a measurable deterministic automaton 
which represents in some sense all those possibilities. 
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3.1. THEOREM. Let .Y have the property that, given an open set U C Z, v ~ X*,  
{~ c z; K*(v, z)(U) > O} 
is open. Then the following holds: 
(a) I f  g: X × Z--* Z is measurable, and 
g(x, z) ~ supp K(x, z) 
holds for any x ~ X,  z ~ Z, we have 
g*(v, z )~ supp K*(v, z) 
for any v E X*,  z e Z. 
(b) There exists a measurable deterministic state automaton (N × X, Z; g) 
such that 




(a) and (b) will be demonstrated by induction on ] v [. 
Assume (a) is proved for all v with [ v i ~ n. Fix then v E X% x ~ X, 
z ~ Z. Since 
g*(vx, z) = g(x, g*(v, z)) ~ supp K(x, g*(v, z)) 
it is obviously sufficient o show that 
supp K(x, g*(v, z)) C supp K*(vx, z) 
holds. Now let z' ~ supp K(x, g*(v, z)), and U be an open neighbourhood of z'. 
Then 
A := {~; K(x, ~)(U) > 0} 
is an open neighbourhood of g*(v, z) ~ supp K*(v, z), thus we have 
K*(v, z)(A) > o. 
But 
fA * * 
K*(vx, z)(U) > K(x, ~)(U) K (v, ~)(d~) > 0. 






Let (sn)~ ~ be a Castaing representation for (x, z)~-~ supp K (x, z). 
g(n, x, z) :=  s~(x, z) 
defines a measurable deterministic state automaton (N × X, Z; g) such that 
g*(~, v, z) ~ supp K*(v, z) 
always holds by part (a). In order to prove the claim of part (b), define 
S(v, z):= {g*(~, v, z); ~ r~1~J}~, 
then it suffices to show that 
K*(v, z)CS(v, z)) = 1 
holds. Assume this is done for v E X* with l v [~< n, and fix v ~ X n, x ~ X, 
z ~ Z. Then 
e := {~; K(x, ~;)(S(vx, z)) = 1} 
is the complement of the open set {~; K*(x, ~;)(Z -- S(vx, z)) > 0}, hence H is 
closed. Since 
g*(o< ~,x, ~) -g (Z  ~, g*(~, ~, ~)) 
and 
K(x, g*(o~, v, z))(S(vx, z)) ~ K(x, g*(c¢, v, z))({g(4 x, g*(~, v, z)); de  N} c) = 1, 
we see supp K*(v, z) C H by the induction hypothesis. Thus we have 
fs K(x, .)(S(vx, z)) dK*(v, z) = 1. | K*(vx, g)(S(vx,  Z)) = uppg*(v,z) 
In the next theorem it will be assumed that K*(v, ") is weakly continuous for 
any v E X*. This means that, if f: Z -~ N is a bounded and continuous function, 
then z ~+ ffdK*(v,  z) is continuous, too. This notion of continuity gives rise 
to the weak topology on the set of all probabilities on Z, in which a net (/~a)~l 
converges to/x iff l im~ f f  dixa = f f  dl~ holds for every bounded and continuous 
function f: Z--~ N; see Chapter I I  in Parthasarathy (1967). From Theorem II.6.1 
in Parthasarathy's book it is seen that the assumption of 3.1 holds in particular 
if K*(v, ") is weakly continuous for any v e X*. It is easily verified that this is the 
case provided K(x, ") is weakly continuous for any v e X, since 
f f dK*(vx, z) 
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coincides with 
This formula is an immediate consequence of the definition of K* above, 
From Theorem 3.1 we deduce that a stochastic automaton with continuous 
state transitions can be approximated by stochastic state automata which have 
in any situation only a finite set of alternatives for a state transition. 
3.2. T~EOPa{M. Let the transition law K of Y have the property that K(x, .) 
is weakly continuous for any x e X. Then there exists a stochastic automaton 
(~ × X, Z; L) with the following properties: 
(a) card(supp L(m, x, z)) ~ m for any m e ~, x e X, z e Z, 
(b) the net (L*(~, v, z))~l~l converges toK*(v, z) in the weak topology for 
any veX* ,  z e Z. 
Proof. 0. The idea of the proof is to make use of the deterministic representa- 
tion in 3.1 in the following way: let (~ × X, Z; g) be as in 3.1, and let Um(n, x, z) 
be a neighbourhood of g(n, x, z). L(m, x, z) is going to be so defined that the 
masses of Urn(n, x, z) with respect o K(x, z) are blurred over Z and adjusted 
properly. 
Let p be a metric on Z which is compatible with the topology; B~(z) := 
{z'; p(z, z') ~ r} is the closed ball with center z and radius r. In part 1 a sequence 
of stochastic automata is constructed for which (a) and (b) hold if Iv  I = 1. 
(1) F ix for the moment x e X, z e Z, and define for m e ~J the set ~m ° as 
follows: 
1 e ~m °, 




n' :=  inf{k; o(g(n, x, z), g(k, x, z)) ~ 2/m} e N, 
n' 6 ~Jm °. 
Nm := ~m ° n {1,..., m}, 
am :-~ ~ K(x, z)(Blm(g(n, x, z))). 
Since {g(n, x, z); n e ~} is dense in supp K(x, z), we have am --+ 1, as m --+ ~,  
hence without loss of generality a,~ can assumed to be positive for all m e ~J. 
Now define 
1 
L(m, x, z) :~- - -  ~_, K(x, z)(B1/m(g(n, x, z)))" E(g(n, x, z)), 
am hen m 




card(supp L(m, x, z)) ~ card(Nm) ~< m, 
L(m, x, z)(supp K(x, z)) -~ 1 
Am := supp K(x, z) -- U {B1/m(g(n, x z)); n ~ Nm}, 
then the construction ofg yields K(x, z)(Am) -+ O, as m -+ oo. Now let f :  Z -+ 
be uniformly continuous and bounded, then 
I f  f dK(x, z ) -  f f dL(m, x, z) 
.~N fB~/~(g(..v:) ) ]f -- f(g(n,x,z))[ dK(x,z) + f~[fl aK(~,~) 
+ fa I f ldK(x'z)-+O" 
~n 
This is so since the first summand converges to 0 because of the uniform con- 
tinuity off,  the second because of the construction of Am • From Parathasarathy 
(1967), Theorem 11.6.1 it is seen now that K(x, z) is the weak limit of 
(L(m, x, Z))me~ . 
(2) Assume that (b) is shown for v ~X% Fix v with Iv ]= n, x~X,  
z ~ Z, and let f :  Z ~ R be bounded and continuous. Given e > 0, it is inferred 
from part 1 that there exists n 0 ~ N such that 
l f f dK(x, z) -- f f dL(n, x, z) <E/2  
holds for n /> n o . Since f and K(x, .) are assumed to be continuous, z ~-~ 
f f  dK(x, z) is bounded and continuous. The induction hypothesis implies that 
there exists % e N n such that 
f [f f aK(x, .)] aK*(v, - f [f aK(x, < 
holds for all ~ >/~o (where N ~ has the componentwise order). Thus 
= fffdK(x, .) dK*(v, z) -- f(fdL(n, x, ") aL*(o~, v, z) < e 
#d dd  
for an >~ ~ono. | 
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THEOREM 3.2 demonstrates that every stochastic automaton can be approxi- 
mated by a discrete one, provided the continuity condition imposed there holds. 
One might suspect now that given Y as in 3.2, there exists a sequence 
{(X, Z; Ln); n ~ N} of stochastic automata such that 
limL*(v, z) = K*(v, z) 
holds in the topology of weak convergence for any v c X*, i.e., that the extension 
of the input alphabet by the factor N might be unnecessary. This, however, is 
false in general, as the following example demonstrates. Let X := Z := R 
under the usual topology, and put 
Since 
K(x, z) := ½(4x + z) + 4x -- z)). 
f f dK(x, z) = ½(f(x + z) + f (x  -- z)), 
K(x, ") is weakly continuous for all x c X. Define for al ..... an ~ R, T C {1,..., n} 
Ar(al .... , as ) := ~ (--1)~(i)cr) " ai 
i= l  
then 
K*(x~ ..... x,~, z) = 2 -'~ ~ {e(x,~ + At(x,  ..... Xn-0); T C {1 .... , n}} 




g, (x ,  z)  :=  x + ~, g=(x, z) :=  ~ - ~, 
{gl(x, z), g2(x, z)} = supp K(x, z). 
g**(< "" ~,~, ~o) = ~ ~,  
g~(x, ,..., x,,, ,Co) = ~ (_ l )n - i~  
i=0 
hold, it is clear that no sequence (L~)nE N as described above can exist. 
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4. STOCHASTIC REPRESENTATIONS FOR NONDETERMINISTIC STATE AUTOMATA 
Let JV" = (X, Z; R) be a state automaton such that R*: X* × Z-+o~'(Z) is 
measurable. It will be shown that under a topological assumption R*(v, z) 
concides with the set of possible states of some stochastic automaton after input 
v in state z. Before stating the corresponding theorem, it is remembered that a 
set valued map G: Z--+ ~'(Z) is upper (lower) semicontinuous iff {z; G(z) C U} 
[resp. {z; G(z) ¢3 U =# ;~}] is open in Z whenever U C Z is open. 
4.1. THEOREM. Assume that R(x, ") is lower semicontinuous for any x e X, and 
that Z is a-compact, or that R is compact valued. Then there exists a stochastic 
automaton (X, Z; K) such that 
(*) R*(v, z) = supp K*(v, z) 
holds for any v e X*, z e Z. 
Proof. 1. Since R: X × Z- - *~(Z)  is measurable, there exists according to 
Doberkat (1979b), 4.2 (if Z is a-compact) or to Doberkat (1980), 4.2 
(if R is compact valued) a stochastic automaton (X, Z; K) such that supp 
K(x, z) = R(x, z) holds for any x e X, z e Z. 
2. Now assume the equality (*) has been demonstrated for all v, [ v [ ~< n. 
Fix one such v, x ~ X, z e Z. I f  U is an open neighbourhood for an arbitrary 
z' e R*(vx, z), there exists according to the construction of R*, z e R*(v, ~) 
such that z' e R(x, ~); 
A := {z"; R(x, z")n U¢  ~} 
then is an open neighbourhood of ~, thus we have 
K(x, z")(U) > 0 
for any z" e A. Because of the induction hypothesis 
K*(v, z)(A) > 0 
holds; consequently 
K*(vx, z)(U) >~ fA K(x, z")(U) K*(v, z)(dz") > O. 
This implies 
R*(vx, z) C supp K*(vx, z). 
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I f  z' ~ R*(vx, z), there exists an open neighbourhood U of z' such that 
R*(vx, z) n U = ;g, 
since R* has closed values. Consequently, we have 
R(x ,~)nU= z 
for any ~R*(v ,  z), thus K(x, ~)(U)=0 holds for every :~eR*(v, z )= 
supp K*(v, z). But this implies 
fs K(x, ~)(U) K*(v, z) d~) -= O. K*(vx, z)(U) =- upvx*(,.~) 
Hence z' ¢ supp K*(vx, z), and (*) is proved for vx. I 
As a consequence, it is deduced now that the behavior of ~4 r can be described 
approximately, i.e., up to topological closure by a deterministic device: 
4.2. COROLLARY. Let JV" be given as in Theorem 4.1. Then there exists a 
measurable deterministic state automaton (N x X, Z; g) such that 
R*(v, z) = v, z); 
holds for every x ~ X*, z ~ Z. 
Proof. Let K be given as in 4.1. Since 
K(x,z)(g) >0 iff R(x,z) n Uva ;~ 
for any open U C Z, and since R(x, ") is lower semicontinuous, Theorem 3.1b) 
can be applied. | 
This corollary tells us together with Theorem 4.1 that the behavior of a non- 
deterministic state automaton can be interpreted as stochastic behavior, i.e., 
the possible behavior of a stochastic state automaton, and can be approximated 
by the behavior of a deterministic automaton. 
Let us assume that the stochastic and nondeterministic automaton considered 
here are endowed with some information concerning their initial states. That is, 
we are given a set F of possible initial states in the nondeterministic, and a proba- 
bility p in the stochastic ase. Then define 
:= U R*@, z) 
z~F 
as the set of possible new states after input v ~ X*, and 
f K*(v, z)(D) p(dz) K*(v)(D) := 
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as the distribution of the new states. Now assume we have 
and 
Is it then true that 
R* = supp K*, 
supp p = F. 
R* =suppK*?  
The next proposition answers this question. 
4.3. PROPOSITION. Assume that in addition to the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1 
R*(v, ") is lower semicontinuous for any v ~X*. I f  F~o~(Z) is a set of 
initial states for ~4/', and the probability p is an initial distribution on Z such that 
supp p = F 
holds, then 
supp K* = R* implies supp K*  = R*.  
Pro@ 1. To begin with: given F ~ Y(Z) ,  there exists always a probability 
p such that supp p = F holds. For since F is closed and Z is separable, there 
exists a countable dense subset {zn; n c N} ofF .  Then 
p := ~ 2--~(z.) 
hEN 
is the wanted probability. 
2. I f  v = e, one has 
R~(e) -----F = suppp ~- suppK~(e),  
thus I v I > 0 can be assumed in order to prove 
Since 
R*(v) = supp K*(v). 
K*(v)(Re(v)) = fF K*(v, z)(R*(v)) p(dz) 
>~ f~ K*(v, z)(R*(., z)) p(d~) 
= f~ lp(dz) 
~1,  
supp K*~(v) C R~,(v) 
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holds. In order to demonstrate the reversed inclusion, consider an arbitrary 
z ~ R*(v) together with an open neighbourhood U of z. Since R*(v, ") is lower 
semicontinuous, 
H :=  {z'; R*(v, z') c~ U va ;~} 
is an open neighbourhood of z such that F ch H @ ~. This implies p(H) > 0, 
and 
z' ~H implies K*(v, z')(U) > O. 
Consequently one has 
G*(v)(U) > 0, 
thus z ~ supp X*~(v). 
Up to now it is not clear under which conditions the assumptions of Theorem 
4.1, and Proposition 4.3, respectively, work. It turns out that it is the case if R 
takes compact values such that R(x, ") is both lower and upper semicontinuous. 
Before discussing this, let us introduce Carath~odory maps. 
4.4. DEEINrrloz~. Let T be a measurable space, A, B be separable metric 
spaces. A map f: T × A -+ B is said to be a Carath&dory map iff f(t ,  .) is 
continuous and f( . ,  a) is measurable for any (t, a) ~ T × A. 
Any Carath4odory map is measurable (Himmelberg, 1975, Theorem 6.1). 
Note that c~(Z) is a separable metric space under the topology induced by the 
Hausdorff metric, since the finite subsets of a countable dense subset of Z form 
a dense set in ~(Z). Moreover it is seen from Th4or6me IV.6 in Berg4 (1966) 
that R is a Carath6odory map iff R is compact valued, measurable, and if R(x, ") 
is upper and lower semicontinuous for every x ~ X. 
4.5. LEMMA. R: X × Z-+ ~(Z) is a Carathiodory map iff R*: X*  × Z-~ 
c~(Z) is. 
Proof. It is easy to see that R is a Carath6odory map if R* is. Denote by R~ 
the restriction of R* to X ~ × Z, and assume R~ is shown to be a Carathfodory 
map. From Berg6 (1966), Thdor~me VI.1.3, it is seen that R~+ 1 has compact 
values, and that R~+l(vx , .) is lower and upper semicontinuous. It  must be shown 
R~+I(" , z) is measurable. Now Himmelberg (1975), Theorem 3.2 implies that 
it is sufficient o demonstrate the following: if C ~ ~(Z), then 
E : :  {vx ~ X~+I; R~+l(vx , z) C C} 
is a measurable subset of X ~+1. Since R~ is measurable, there exists a Castaing 
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representation (U~)~ for it. Since R(x, ") is continuous with respect o the 
Hausdorff metric for any x ~ X, E is seen to coincide with 
x.+l; R(x, V (v, c c}) °. 
Because U~(', z) is measurable, vx ~-~ R(x, U~(v, z)) is measurable as a set 
valued map. Thus E is a measurable subset of Z. | 
LEMMA 4.5 yields as an immediate consequence 
4.6. THEOREM. Let ~U be governed by a Carathgodory map. Then there exists a 
stochastic automaton 5 '~ ~ (X, Z; K)  and a measurable deterministic automaton 
(N × X, Z; g), such 
{g(c¢, v, z); o~ e NJ~I} c = R*(v, z) -~ supp K*(v, z) 
holds for any v ~ X*,  z e Z. I f  moreover F ~ ~(Z)  is a set of initial states for ,A/', 
R*(v) = supp K*(v) 
holds for all v ~ X, where p is an appropriate distribution of the initial states for 5& | 
One might guess that g in the theorem above can be chosen in such a way that g* 
is a Carath6odory map. I conjecture that this is false. It can be shown that, given 
x ~ X, there exists a continuous map 
Y~: Z--~ Z 
such that 
Y=(z) E R(x, ~) 
holds for any z ~ Z (Mfigerl, 1977, (1.12)(6)(e); Michael, 1955, §9), and the 
extension 
Y *~: Z--,- Z 
is continuous for any v ~ X*, and 
Y:(z) e R*(v, z) 
holds (of. Theorem 3. la)). But the problem is that 
v ~ Y~*(~) 
is probably not measurable, and it cannot be expected that a countable set of 
such maps can be found. 
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5. POLICIES FOR STATE TRANSITIONS 
Let K~* govern the state transitions of a stochastic automaton, when the initial 
states are chosen according to p, and assume we are given a map r: X* × Z ~ N 
which rewards the state transitions: if the automaton is after input of v ~ X* in 
state z ~ Z, the return will be r(v, z). Since supp K*(v) is the set of possible 
states after input v, it is natural to look for a z* ~ supp K*(v), such that 
r(v, z*) =- max(r(v, z); z E supp K*(v)}, 
since this transition is optimal wkh respect o r. But it is possible that sup{r(v, z); 
z ~ supp K~*(v)} is not attained at any point of supp K*~(v), hence we must 
take nearly optimal transitions into account. Now fix a bounded reward 
function r such that r is a Carath6odory map, and let M(v) be the set of possible 
states after input v e X for an initial stochastic or nondeterministic state automa- 
ton. 
5.1. DEFINITION. (a) qo: X* --~ Z is said to be a policy for the automaton 
iff cp(v) E M(v) holds for any v E X*, and if 9 is measurable, 
(b) Given e >/0, the policy ~ is said to be (r, E)-optimaliff r (v, 9(v)) + e >~ 
sup{r@, z); z e M(v)} holds for every v e X*. 
Hence a policy assigns to any input word a possible new state, and a (r, E)- 
optimal policy does this in a nearly optimal manner. 
5.2. EXAMPLE. Let p be a bounded metric on Z. Define 
z):= - f  p(z, K*(v)(&'), r(g), 
then r is easily seen to be a Carath6odory map, since p is continuous. 
An(r, 0)-optimal policy predicts the state transitions of the stochastic automaton 
in mean optimal, since if z is predicted as the new state, and z' is the adopted 
new state, p(z, z') is the prediction error, hence --r(v, z) is the expected error. 
The next example is concerned with learning, in particular with an example 
for those aspects of learning which deal with optimal earning in the sense that a 
given goal has to be reached as close, or as quick as possible. For this, learning 
systems in the sense of Menzel (1973) are introduced. 
Let X, and Y be the respective sets of input and output symbols of a learning 
object. The idea in defining learning systems is to postulate that the reactions of 
the object depend only on the learning history and the present input, and the 
learning history in turn is thought of as a sequence of inputs and outputs, hence 
as an element of (X × Y)*. If  x 1 is the input at the beginning of the instruction, 
the learning history is assumed to be the empty word e, and the object has certain 
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possibilities for a reaction, which depend on x 1 (and formally on e, too). Denote 
the set of those possibilities byL(e; xl); hence this set is a nonvoid subset of i7. 
The object chooses Yl eL(e; xl) as an actual response, and if x 2 is the next input 
(which may or may not contingent on xlyl),  the object has again some possibilities 
for a reaction which now depend on x 2 as well as on the learning history x ly  1 . 
Again, let L(x ly l ;  x2) be the set of these possibilities, then we have ;~ --/= 
L(x,  y l ;x2)  C Y. Now assume that the learning history at time n q-1 is 
x~yl "'" x~y,~, i.e., x~ is the input, and yg is chosen as output according to the 
behavioral possibilities of the learner at time i, hence Yi eL (x lY l  "'" x~-lYi-1 ; x~) 
(1 ~< i ~< n). Then this history and an input x~+ 1assign to the learner a nonvoid 
set I , (x ly  ~ "" x~y~ ; x~+l) C Y as the set of all responses available in this situa- 
tion. Defining 
L :=  {x~yl "'" x .y .  ; n >~ O, x~ e X ,  Yi eL (X ly l  "'" x~_~y~_~ ; x~) 
for all i, 1 ~<i~<n}, 
L is a learning system in the sense of NIenzel (1973). Formally defined, L is said 
to be a learning system over X,  Y if the following conditions hold: 
(a) v LC(X × r)*, 
(b) given v eL ,  x E X ,  there exists y E Y such that vxy eL ,  
(e) if v E (X × Y)* is a prefix of some w EL, then v EL. 
Hence interpreting w EL as a learning history, after an input of x e X the set 
L(w; .) := {y e r; w.y eZ} 
consists of the behavioral possibilities the system has in this situation. 
Possibilities to represent learning systems by stochastic automata re investi- 
gated in Section 4 of Doberkat (1979a), and Proposition 4.6 is borrowed from that 
paper: let a learning systemL over the compact metric spaces X,  and Y be given, 
such that L is a closed subset of (X × Y)*, this set being endowed with the 
topological sum of ((X × Y)~)~>0 • Assume furthermore that the map 
I L × X ~ ~(Y) wx >+ L(w; x) 
is upper and lower semicontinuous ( ince L is closed, and Y is compact, L(w, x) 
is compact in Y, too). Then there exists a stochastic automaton c~9° L = (X, L; K) 
such that supp K*(x  1 "" xk , w) equals {wxlyl  "'" xT~yk ; Yl ,..., Y~ E Y, wx~y 1 "" 
xey~ EL} for every x 1 "" xl~ E X* ,  and for every w EL (when L is endowed with 
the relatization of the Borel sets of (X X Y)*). I f  the stochastic automaton starts 
with the empty learning history, too, i.e., i fp = e(e) is assumed to be the distri- 
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bution of the initial states, then supp K*(x ,  .'. x~) = {xay~ ". x~y~ ; y~ ~ Y, 
x,  y l  "'" xky~ eL}  follows. Thus supp K*~(xa "'" xk) is essentially the set of all 
possible output strings. 
5.3. EXAMPLE. Assume L is given to satisfy the conditions of the statement 
above, and assume furthermore that a goal G of learning in the sense of Menzel 
(1973) is given. This means that G is a subset of X × Y such that 
c(~) :=  {y e Y; xy  ~ G} 
is a nonvoid subset of Y for every x ~ X. Let us assume that 
x ~ O(x) 
constitutes a measurable and compact valued map. Let p be a metric on ]3, then 
for any y ~ Y, x ~ X the real number 
O(y, G(x)) :=  min{p(y, y');  y '  ~ G(x)} 
is the distance of the given answer y to the set of wanted responses G(x) after 
input x. Since G(x) is compact, hence closed, an answer y is correct iff 
p(y, G(x)) = O, because this is equivalent to y a G(x), thus to xy ~ G. 
Before formulating a reward function, let us have a look at the form of possible 
policies for ~L when starting in the tabula-rasa state p :=  E(e). I f  cp is such a 
policy, then 
gv ~ X*: qo(v) e supp K*(v) 
holds, this means in particular that if 
~(v)  = x ly l  "" xkyk  
we have v = x~ "" xl~. Thus although all of L is taken as the set of states, the set 
of actually possible states is rather restricted. Now let us have this in mind when 
! ! 
formulating a reward function. Given x 1 -" xT~ ~ X*, x ly  1 "" x~y,~ eL ,  put 
r ' (x l  ... x~, x;y~ --. ~ ;y , )  : - -  -0 (y~,  a(x~)). 
An optimal policy with respect o r' will take care that the learner comes as near 
to the goal, as its behavioral possibilities allow this. In order to speed up this 
process it is convenient to introduce adiscount factor fi > 1 and taking as a reward 
function 
. . .  I p k t . I f f  r (x l  x~ , x ly~ ... xny ,d  :=  --/3 r (x l  "" xk , x ly l  "'" x~y,O.  
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If the average learning success is required to be good, 
r * (x l  ... x~ , x ;y l  ... x ;y , )  :=  ~ ~(x~ ... x, , x iy~ ... x;y~) 
i= l  
is an adequate reward function (with t as the smaller of k and n). Note that in any 
case the reward function is a Carath6odory map, ifL is endowed with the relativi- 
zation of the topology of (X × Y)*. 
The next theorem exhibits some conditions under which optimal policies 







Let (X, Z; K) be a stochastic automaton with p as its initial 
I f  supp K*~(v) is compact for any v ~ X*, there exists a (r, O)-optimal 
if Z is a-compact, there exists a (r, Q-optimal policy for every ~ > O. 
(1) (a)is a consequence of Theorem 2 in Schfil (1974), since 
v ~-~ supp K*~(v) is measurable and compact valued, and since r is a Carath6odory 
map. Part (b) is deduced from this in the following way: 
(2) Let Z be a-compact such that (Cn)~e ~ is an increasing sequence of 
compact subsets of Z with 
Z= Uc~.  
Since supp K~* is measurable, 
Y~ := {v c X*; supp g*(v) n C~ =/= ~} 
is a measurable subset of X*; since Cn is compact, 
Y.  -~  ~(z )  
F~: tv ~-~ supp K*(v) n C~ 
is measurable (Himmelberg, 1975, Theorem 4.1). Thus there exists a measurable 
map 
f.: Y~-~ Z 
such that 
L(v) ~ F.(v), 
and 
r(v, f~(v)) = sup{r(v, z); z ~F~(v)} 
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holds for any v ~ Y~. Now from f~ a policy is constructed. Define 
](v) :=  sup{r(v, z); z e supp K~*(v)}, 
~(v) :=  sup{r(v, ~); ~ ~F~(v)} 
(sup £s :=  --oo), then one has 
since (C~)n~N increases to Z. Now let 
h(v) :-~ inf{n ~ N; e(v) ~< r~(v) -k e}, 
then h: X* ~ N is measurable, since 
{h = k} = {~ ~< rk + ~} n {e > rk_l + ~} 
holds for every k ~ N. Since v e Yh(v), 
~(v) :=£(~)(v) 
defines a policy: if B C Z is a Borel set, we have 
{qo~B} = U {h = kandfk~B},  
ken 
thus {cp ~ B} is a measurable subset of X*; by construction, 
~o(v) E supp K*(v) 
holds, and it is immediately seen that cp is (r, e)-optimal. | 
As a consequence of the stochastic representations for nondeterministic auto- 
mata, we get 
5.5. THEOREM. Let R: X × Z-~(Z)  be a Carathdodory map, F ~,W(Z) 
a set of initial states. 
(a) There exists a (r, E)-optimal policy for every e > 0, 
(b) i fF  is compact, there exists a (r, O)-optimal policy. | 
Having a look at 3.1b or 4.2 one might guess that good policies can be realized 
by initial deterministic automata. But this is not always possible. Consider as in 
Section 3 X :=  Z :=  R, 
K(x, z) :=  ½-(e(x @ z) @ E(x --  z)), 
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and let p be the Lebesgue measure restricted to [0, 1]. Then  given x, x' ~ R 
supp K*(x) = Ix - -  1, x @ 1], 
supp K*(x, x') = [x' - -  x - -  l, x' - -  x + 1] w [x' + x - -  1, x' + x + 1]. 
Now let r(x, z) :=  exp(--  1 x ] - -  ] z I), 
r(., x', . )  :=  t 
0, ifz~,[x'--x--l,x'--x+l], 
1, i f z  =x  - -x ,  
l inear between z = x - -  x__  1 and z = x' - -  x, 
and z = x' - -  x and z -= x - -  x + 1, respectively. 
Then  
and 
/x+l ,  if x<~--l, 
~Ol(X ) :=  {x - -  1, if x />+l ,  
( 0, otherwise, 
x '  - 
are the only (r, 0)-optimal policies for words of length not greater than 2. But 
9i cannot be realized by a deterministic automaton. For, if there would be 
g*: E* --* E such that 
x')  = g*(x ' ,  
holds for any x, x' ~ ~, 92(x, x') would not depend on x for 1 x I ~< 1. 
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